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Ben Goldacre argues that the financial interests of drug companies lead to distorted evidence, but Vincent Lawton (doi: 10.1136/bmj.b4953) believes that adequate safeguards exist to keep bias in check

The practice of medicine is based on evidence. We need this evidence base to be complete, and of the highest quality, so that we can make the right decisions, but at present, drug companies produce most of the evidence we use. There is no doubt that these companies have a conflict of interest when they conduct trials: they want to sell their products, and so naturally they want a positive result from the trials they sponsor. But there is now good evidence from systematic reviews, meta-analyses, and case studies that this conflict of interest results in bad evidence, which distorts medical decision making and so harms patients.

We will start with a tangible story, from a single field. Rochon1 analysed the literature on non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs), and found all the studies that had ever been published where one NSAID was compared to another. In every single trial, the sponsoring company’s drug was either equivalent to, or better than, the drug it was compared to: all the drugs were better than all the other drugs. Such a result is plainly impossible.

A systematic review2 found 30 studies investigating whether industry funding is associated with outcomes that favour the funder: studies sponsored by drug companies were more than four times as likely to have outcomes favouring the funder, compared with studies with other sponsors.

How does this systematic bias come about? One answer is questionable trial design. Studies are conducted, for example, where the competitor drug is given at an inadequate dose, or worse, at a higher dose, increasing the risk of side effects, and so making the sponsor’s drug appear to be preferable.3

Another common problem is that the industry can choose which data to publish, and which to leave
unavailable. Much has been written on eye-catching stories, such as the difficulties in getting clear information about the number of suicide attempts in industry trials of SSRI antidepressants\textsuperscript{4} or the number of heart attacks in patients on rofecoxib (Vioxx).\textsuperscript{5}

Equally concerning is the routine grind of publication bias, where disappointing negative results on the benefits of treatments quietly disappear. This phenomenon has been demonstrated in many fields, notably that of SSRIs,\textsuperscript{6} and in some areas of medicine its scale is staggering. Ramsey and Scoggins\textsuperscript{7} went to clinicaltrials.gov and found all the trials on cancer: 2028 in total. Only 17.6\% of these trials could be found published on PubMed, but 64.5\% of those that were published reported positive results. Restricting their analysis to only industry sponsored trials, these results became even more extreme: just 5.9\% were on PubMed, but of those trials, 75.0\% gave positive results.

And while disappointing results lie unpublished, positive results may be published repeatedly, in ways that are hard to spot. One group conducting a meta-analysis on the efficacy of ondansetron\textsuperscript{8} made a striking discovery: data from 3335 patients in nine trials had been published more than once, in 14 further reports. None of these duplicate publications used a clear cross reference, so there was no easy way for a casual reader to see that each was not a new trial. Crucially, and perhaps inevitably, data showing a greater benefit from ondansetron were significantly more likely to be published twice.

It is inevitable that publishing positive results more than once will cause doctors to think a drug is better than it really is, since doctors are busy, and cannot each conduct forensic checks on every trial they read. One study estimated that for physicians to read every published article relevant to primary care alone would take more than 600 hours a month.\textsuperscript{9} Duplicate publication and dubious methodological tweaks will be missed, and an illustration of how much these practices may cause doctors to overestimate a drug’s efficacy can be seen in the ondansetron meta-analysis, where including the duplicated data led to a 23\% overestimation of the drug’s antiemetic efficacy.\textsuperscript{8}

The problems I have described are not new, and they have been described on many previous occasions. They could be fixed, without taking research out of the hands of industry altogether, but to do so would require that the drug companies recognised the scale of this scandal, and campaigned themselves for more effective regulation: demanding full mandatory publication of all trial data from themselves and their competitors, for example.

Instead we see inertia, and the failure of regulators to engage adequately with these serious problems. In medicine, bad information leads to bad decisions: we prescribe one drug where an alternative would have been more effective, or had fewer side effects; or we prescribe an expensive drug, unnecessarily, when a cheaper alternative was equally effective, and so we deprive the community of limited healthcare resources. This is dangerous and absurd. Doctors who are making treatment decisions need access to good quality trial data, presented transparently, and all of it, not just the positive findings that drug companies choose to share.
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Based on the Great Oxford Debate on 23 September 2009 at the Oxford Union, Oxford University, sponsored by PharmaTimes.
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